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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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ITALY

POGGIO ARTILLA

Poggio Artilla
6 ROOMS

19 PEOPLE

FCO

FARM

LAZIO,ITALY

Il

poggio

dell’Artilla

LEARN MORE

is

a

characteristic

agriturismo in the heart of Tuscia, an area of
origin of the mysterious Etruscan civilization,
on the border between Lazio, Umbria and

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

ITALY

Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

Tuscany. This particular position offers guests
the opportunity to reach the most important
artistic centers of central Italy and visit many
naturalistic and archaeological sites. The farm is
run by a sommelier, who has not only created
a hotel but wanted to create a real educational
and environmental farm.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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OLIVETO ESTATE

OLIVETO ESTATE

Oliveto Estate

ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

History

•

Paddle Boarding

•

Skiing

•

Biking

•

Horse Back

•

Painting

•

Snowboarding

•

Cooking Class

Riding

•

Personal

•

Surfing

•

Dancing

•

Journaling

Development

•

Swimming

Adriatic coast, the beautifully designed Oliveto Estate is an unforgettable

•

Exploration

•

Kite Boarding

•

Photography

•

Volunteering

luxurious Italian retreat that offers year-round exceptional luxury, 5* services

•

Gardening

•

Language Class

•

Running/

•

Walking Tour

•

Golf

•

Martial Arts

Jogging

•

Writing

on this luxury 9 acre estate. And with 10 places to practice yoga, indoors and

•

Hiking

•

Meditation

•

Sailing

•

Yoga

out, sunrise to sunset, Oliveto Estate is a perfect place for your next retreat.

•

Hip Hop

•

Mountain Biking

•

Salsa

MACERATA,ITALY

AIO

11 ROOMS

22 PEOPLE

VILLA

Experience the real Italy without the crowds. Set on a hilltop views of the stunning

and authentic experiences in the heart of the untouched Marche region. Enjoy
a spa, purpose designed studio, two pools, tennis court, and it’s own olive grove
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VILLA RIVO

VILLA RIVO

Villa Rivo
LE MARCHE,ITALY

AOI

ACTIVITIES
4 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

VILLA

Located in the enchanting Italian region of Le Marche, Villa Rivo is an idyllic
place for a retreat where one can relax, reconnect and experience the beauty
of living in the Italian countryside. The property and surrounding areas offer an
expansive choice of indelible experiences that makes for an ideal destination

•

Beach

•

History

•

Biking

•

Horse Back

•

Cooking Class

•

Exploration

•

Gardening

•

Hiking

for bikers & hikers, yogis & foodies, culture buffs and especially for diverse
groups or families who love a little of all of the above.
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LEARN MORE

•

Riding
•

•

Biking

•

Sailing

Paddle

•

Skiing

Boarding

•

Snowboarding

Language

•

Permaculture

•

Swimming

Class

•

Running/

•

Walking Tour

Jogging

•

Yoga

Mountain

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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VILLA PENELOPE

VILLA PENELOPE

Villa Penelope
SALERNO,ITALY

NAP

6 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
15 PEOPLE

VILLA

Villa Penelope, surrounded by nature in a romantic area of the fabulous
Amalfi Coast. Consists of two villas with sea view, communicating via garden.

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Hiking

•

Biking

•

History

•

Cooking Class

•

Running/Jogging

•

Dancing, Exploration

Spacious terrace where you can have your relaxing yoga sessions and feel at
one with nature.
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VILLA DANIELA GROSSI

VILLA DANIELA GROSSI

Villa Daniela Grossi
TUSCANY,ITALY

FLR

11 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
40 PEOPLE

VILLA

This splendid historical villa is set on the slopes of the hills near Lucca,
It enjoys peace and quiet and a beautiful view of the countryside:

LEARN MORE

•

Biking

•

Photography

•

Cooking Class

•

Walking Tour

•

History

•

Yoga

•

Meditation

essential ingredients for a totally relaxing stay. This enchanting property

antique furniture, frescoed walls and large Italian garden overlooking

preserves all the charm and character of a historic residence with its

the splendid panorama of the surrounding countryside.
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LE PIANORE

LE PIANORE

Le Pianore
TUSCANY,ITALY

FCO

ACTIVITIES
11 ROOMS

18 PEOPLE

VILLA

Located in the heart of the Tuscan Maremma, surrounded by woods,

LEARN MORE

•

Yoga

•

Wine Tasting

•

Cooking Lessons

•

Workshops

•

Wellness Activities

•

Farm Tours

vineyards, olive groves, and mountain streams, with spectacular views

With its beautifully restored villas and the San Francesco studio, is the

and unspoiled landscapes, the Le Pianore farmhouse is ideal for retreats

ideal base from which to explore the surrounding countryside; from

and workshops, from yoga to art and theater.

the slopes of Monte Amiata to the Maremma coast.
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VILLA TORRICELLA

VILLA TORRICELLA

Villa Torricella
5 ROOMS

UMBRIA,ITALY

FCO

ACTIVITIES
10 PEOPLE

VILLA

A restored hilltop farmhouse with sweeping views of the valley below,
Torricella provides an eco-friendly but luxurious retreat surrounded
by natural serenity. A stay here provides the perfect antidote to the
stresses of modern life, and it is a great venue for cultural and spiritual
development or for family reunions.
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•

Biking

•

History

•

Cooking Class

•

Horse Back

•

Exploration

•

Golf

•

Hiking

Biking

•

Yoga

•

Painting

•

Personal

Riding,

•

Photography

Language

•

Running/

•

Swimming

Jogging

•

Writing

Class
•

LEARN MORE

Mountain

•

Development

Walking Tour

Set in 5 acres of woodland and olive groves, the grounds surrounding the house are
wonderful for nature walking. The 12 by 5m private pool is stunning.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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LE TORRI DI BAGNARA CASTLES

LE TORRI DI BAGNARA CASTLES

Le Torri di Bagnara Castles
UMBRIA,ITALY

PEG

15 ROOMS

30 PEOPLE

VILLA

Le Torri di Bagnara Castles is a collection of authentic medieval castle-villas to rent, professionally
managed with a license (luxury agriturismo), nestled in a 1500 acre private aristocratic estate
located in Italy’s green heart, midway from Florence and Roma. With a 7 bedrooms luxury
castle plus, for large groups, a nearby 8 bedrooms tower (15 + 15 beds in total), Le Torri di Bagnara
Castles are designed perfectly for any group ofpeople who want to stay together during their
holidays: large, diverse family reunions, group of friends, destination weddings, yoga retreats,
foodies, or small corporate groups. We cater to the most discriminating travelers – those who
require the amenities of a 5-star hotel but prefer the privacy, comfort and independence of a
private home, immersed in the splendor of history and in the charm of nature.
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ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Biking

•

Walking Tour

•

Wine tours

•

Cooking Class

•

Yoga

•

Hot-air balloon

•

Golf

•

Sailing

•

Hiking

•

-Bocce ball

•

Horse Back

•

-Children’s

decoration

playground

courses

•

SPA treatments

•

Any kind of

Riding
•

Mountain Biking

•

Running/Jogging

•

excursions
•

ride
•

Pottery

Truffle Hunting

•

Shopping tours

in our estate

•

Art-History

Guided walking
and biking tours

•

Chocolate
lessons

transfer

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Relais del Maro
25 PEOPLE

NCE, GOA
LIGURIA,ITALY

14 ROOMS

HOTEL

LEARN MORE

Villa Corinna
8 PEOPLE

TRN
PIEDMONT,ITALY

4 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Relais del Maro is a 4* albergo diffuso, made up

Villa Corinna is a historic villa in southern

of 14 between rooms and a suite, distributed

Piemonte. It was born as a farmhouse in the

amongst 3 buildings situated in the ancient

late 1700s and was converted into a summer

village of Borgomaro, a few kilometres away

residence in 1868 surrounded by an English

from the Ligurian Sea. It is a family run small

garden with a great variety of views giving the

hotel that gives attention to every little detail to

impression of never being in the same place.

make the guests feel part of the family. Jewel

The lawn in front of the villa allows you to enjoy

in the crown the garden, the pool and the

the sun while the ancien trees offer shade and

luxurious breakfast.

protection from prying eyes. The house has
painted ceilings and mosaic floors, typical of
the XIX century mansions of the area.

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Casa Cares
58 PEOPLE

FLR
TUSCANY,ITALY

Villa Avesa
19 ROOMS
VILLA
WITH FARM
LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

16 PEOPLE

VRN

VILLA

VENETO,ITALY

LEARN MORE

Casa Cares near Florence, at 500 meters above

Villa, hills, pool, organic vineyard, 2 Km from

the Arno Valley is surrounded by olive trees. In

Verona. Villa Avesa is an exclusive villa situated

a welcoming and homey atmosphere, it has

on the top hills overlooking the city of Verona.

housed residential seminars and workshops for

Villa Avesa is well equipped, spacious home,

over 30 years. It is situated at the base of the

spread over 3 floors. The villa is an ideal place

Pratomagno ridge, at an important crossroads

for guests

of history, halfway between Florence, Arezzo

without the stress of feeling away from home.

and Siena. It is the perfect venue for groups

The location is unique: a path of cypresses takes

looking for peace and quiet, nature and meals

you to this magnificent property with vines and

carefully prepared using products from our

olive trees, terraces and gardens .

who desire a relaxing break but

organic vegetable garden.

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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RETREAT VENUES

Villa Fillinelle
12 PEOPLE

FLR
TUSCANY,ITALY

Palazzo Bevilacqua Ferramosca
4 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Villa Fillinelle is a stylishly elegant 1200s house
converted into a small and delightful Relais in
the heart of Chianti. This Villa belongs to “Dimore
D’Epoca”, literally ‘Period Homes’ circuit, offering
accomodation in absolutely enchanting venues
surrounded by art, history, and nature. Along
our Nation’s numerous itineraries and that of
Europe, the ‘Old Country’, in search of hidden
landscapes among age-old walls in medieval
hamlets or in the lush Green countryside

26 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

29 PEOPLE

BDS
APULIA,ITALY

13 ROOMS

VILLA

LEARN MORE

The property is ideal for groups because there
are 2 big Palazzo close to each other so you have
all double (double pool or garden or kitchen)
but at the same time enough space to have
everybody eat in the same house. It is located
in the center of the town of Muro Leccese so
people can walk to the café but at the meantime
it is quiet and peaceful. The Palazzi date back
in the 700 but the house has a lot of modern
amenities and it is very easy to live in even with
a lot of people.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Torre Della Loggia

Zenit Spa Hotel
150 PEOPLE

100 PEOPLE

50 ROOMS

PSR

PSR

LEARN MORE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We are a vegan-friendly hotel located by the

Torre della Loggia è una incantevole e romantica

sea and just an hour away from the mountains

struttura ricettiva polivalente, situata nel cuore

in Giulianova, Abruzzo, Italy. Our family-run

turistico e culturale di Ortona, nel quartiere

business offers many dishes to choose from

medievale di Terravecchia, in uno dei più antichi

our vegan menu, which includes vegan wine.

ed affascinanti borghi lambiti dall’ Adriatico.

Gluten-free vegan option available. Besides,our
favourable location allows our guests to enjoy a
relaxing beach vacation, an active holiday, with
the possibility of going rafting, hiking... as well

HOTEL

BED & BREAKFAST

as wellness for body and spirit, with our indoor
ABRUZZO,ITALY

spa and our yoga lessons.

Masseria Casina Baronale

Villa Mon Repos
12 PEOPLE

20 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NAP

ABRUZZO,ITALY

BDS

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Mon Repos is available right in the

Located on the south coast of Puglia, 8 km

super centre of the village of Positano with

from Otranto, on the Salento peninsula, it is

6

bathrooms

the perfect place to spend your holidays or

This is perfectly located in the centre of the village

celebrate important events with your family or

with a very panoramic terrace, an amazing

friends, in an exclusive location with a country

swimming pool overlooking the village, outdoor

chic style.

double

bedrooms

with

6

jacuzzi and another hot tub for vine treatments.
Also accessible with private car park and
elevator inside which is a great plus being in

VILLA

RESORT

Positano.
ABRUZZO,ITALY

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

APULIA,ITALY
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Serra Fanny
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Ottolire Resort

10 ROOMS

Immersed in the silence of the open

pool in Specchia (Puglia - Italy). Two floors

countryside,

arrangement, suitable for a family or a

themselves

group of friends. The garden measures

atmosphere of this place and discover the

7000 sqm; the villa is located on top of a

sensation of living among the characteristic

hill in a very quiet and private area only 10

dwellings of the Itria Valley, trulli and

minutes to the sea. 4 double bedrooms

cummerse, made of local stone according

and 1 studio with a double sofa bed. During

to the ancient techniques handed down

fall and winter time heating and fireplaces

by skilled craftsmen.

costs

will

be

charged

according

to

consumption and needs of the guests.

APULIA,ITALY

Ottolire’s
be

carried

guests
away

by

let
the

RESORT
APULIA,ITALY

Antica Villa del Conte
60 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BDS

HOTEL

LEARN MORE

Beautiful 500 sqm villa with swimming

Relais Monastero Santa Teresa
22 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BRI

will ensure the best temperature. Heating

APULIA,ITALY

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BDS

VILLA

34 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
BDS

LEARN MORE

The Relais Monastero Santa Teresa dates

Ancient Villa del Conte is a unique location

back to the 14th century. The spacious bright

situated inside the natural park of Palude

rooms with antique floors and frescoed

del Conte, only 200 meters from the

ceilings recall the charm of the nobility The

beautiful crystal clear waters of Salento.

balconies and terraces of the 10 rooms, with

The structure is a typical example of

frescoed ceilings and mosaic floors, offer

traditional rural architecture of Salento,

breath-taking views onto baroque churches.

with large rooms covered with vaulted

The ancient stone fountain in the courtyard

ceilings, brick and tuff with white lime

leads to the ground floor, composed of
medieval halls with impressive high vaults.
It is part of an Albergo Diffuso with several
connected old palaces in the historical centre

VILLA

plaster. The villa offers 2500 square meters
of private park.

APULIA,ITALY

of Nardò, which offers the opportunity to find

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

the most suitable solution for everyone.
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Casa del Pino Innamorato
9 PEOPLE

BDS

4 ROOMS

Masseria Due Torri
8 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

BRI

LEARN MORE

This charming countryside villa is situated very

Villa Due Torri is a private Villa within the

close (2km) to Ostuni, immersed in a peaceful

Masseria grounds. It has a seperate drive way

Olive grove. The house is pleasantly furnished

and gardens with access to the swimming pool.

and is surrounded by a large garden that

It sleeps 2-8 people.

includes a swimming pool and a fully equipped
area for dining al fresco or simply relaxing under
the olive trees. There is air conditioning and Wifi
is available. There are 4 double bedrooms (one
of which can be separated to make 2 single

VILLA

VILLA

beds) and the 4th bedroom has bunk beds.
APULIA,ITALY

Little Dolce Bed & Breakfast
10 PEOPLE

BDS

APULIA,ITALY

Canne Bianche_Lifestyle Hotel
120 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BDS

52 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Little Dolce bed and breakfast is located in

Canne Bianche_Lifestyle Hotel is a 5* stunning

the heart of Puglia, Lecce. The four cosy rooms

hotel just on the dunes along the Adriatic coast

are located in an historical and characteristic

of Torre Canne, close to the amazing Itria Valley

palazzo and are decorated with an eye for detail

which is famous worldwide for its historical

and style. Walking through the little, old streets

and cultural heritage. The main building raises

of Lecce you can reach the best bars, museums

on a surface of 15.000 square metres, with a

and churches.

beautiful sea view, 2 restaurants and a Spa.
Attention to details and décor is our forte, and
BED AND BREAKFAST
APULIA,ITALY

32 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

“”slow life”” is our motto.

HOTEL
APULIA,ITALY

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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La Peschiera

Masseria Salinola
35 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

BDS

FEATURES
BRI

LEARN MORE

MASSERIA SALINOLA. HOSPITALITY IN A
CHARMING APARTMENT IN PUGLIA.
The

seventeenth-century

Masseria

Salinola awaits you in Puglia, a splendid
example of a fortified Salento farm and
today a charming hotel in the heart of

HOTEL
PUGLIA, APULIA, ITALY

jewel. Situated in Monopoli, more specifically
in Losciale location, La Peschiera, a 5* L hotel
that comes from an ancient Bourbon fishing
reserve, boasts its sea view position. 13 rooms

among the green hills, the olive trees and

have been designed to be one with the sea.

the crystal clear sea of the city of Ostuni,
HOTEL

in the relaxing tranquility of the Itria
Valley and the Upper Salento.

PUGLIA, APULIA, ITALY

Naturalis Bio Resort
BRI

25 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

Villa Rentals Puglia: we’re a small team,
passionate and enthusiastic about all
things Puglia, having spent more than
8 years living, working, breathing (and
eating!) life here. We love living in Puglia
– and we want to pass on that passion to
our guests. We have a range of private
villas to rent from 2-20+ people, and we

34 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

The boutique hotel “pieds dans l’eau “ is a real

with different sizes, from 29 to 55 sqmt that

FEATURES

PUGLIA, APULIA, ITALY

LEARN MORE

the Trulli Valley. It rises in all its candor

Villa Colomba

VULLA

13 ROOMS

tailor each group request as you desire.
We’re native English speakers; the size of
our business ensures that you’ll always be
dealing with the same team member.

BDS

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Situated in the heart of Salento, it is a wonderful
18th-century farming village, today transformed
into a charming resort. Renovated with the
principles of bio-architecture in mind, the
village’s original structure has been preserved
to give a warm feeling of relaxation that takes
visitors back to old times. Its highest levels of
eco-compatibility make it the perfect place for
a yoga retreat. So, what are you waiting for?

RESORT

NATURALIS BIO RESORT ... where Man meets
Nature.

PUGLIA, APULIA, ITALY

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Matera Diffusa

Villa Alcado

15 ROOMS

BRI

SUF

LEARN MORE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Matera Diffusa are 3 hotels very close to each

The architecture of the house is unique, each

other. Together they constitute an “albergo

room is round and has a balcony overlooking

diffuso” with 30 rooms available. They are

the sea. Being built on a rock allows you to

located in the old part of the city, called Sassi.

always enjoy the sea breeze even on the

Matera Diffusa is the only way for groups to sleep

hottest days. The villa is set in a stepped garden

together in the ancient cave houses of Sassi,

overlooking the sea, an ideal place to enjoy

renovated with all the comforts. Experience and

the sun, prickly pears, palm trees, eucalyptus
trees, oleanders and Mediterranean scrub

sharing to recreate the same past atmosphere
are the Matera Diffusa goals for its future guests

HOTEL

plants that decorate the green space.

BASILICATA,ITALY

9 ROOMS

NAP

LEARN MORE

BRI

CALABRIA,ITALY

Le Cannicelle Villa Mediterranea

Palazzo Margherita
26 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

14 PEOPLE

Palazzo Margherita is an intimate luxury hotel

Luxury award winning beach Villa in Cilento

located in the untouched Basilicata region,

National Park. Stunning sea views. - Exclusive

Southern Italy, few minutes drive from the

use of the Villa for family meetings. Daily maid

beautiful

service.

Ionian

VILLA

coast, the ”Sassi” caves of

Matera (UNESCO Site), and the famous Puglia
region. Lovingly restored thanks to director F.F.
Coppola, this 19th-c.Palazzo has 9 luxurious
guestrooms and a romantic historic garden,
and offers guests traditional regional cuisine

VILLA

VILLA

prepared on site by our Chef using nothing but
locally sourced organic products.
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BASILICATA,ITALY

CAMPANIA,ITALY
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Villa Bianca Sorrento

Rocca Angelica
8 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
NAP

5 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

NAP

LEARN MORE

The villa is located in Santa Maria del

“Villa Bianca is part of a villa situated along

Castello, a little village part of Vico Equense,

Via Nastro Verde. The house has various

very quiet place, the villa offer a large pool

terracing where you can enjoy a postcard-

and a garden, entire villa is buildt in stones,

like landscape with Vesuvius . The house

is also available a Sauna, outdoor oven and

is located on the second foor and the

more

swimming pool on the third. There are
3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 terraces of
about 80 m2, an open space with the
kitchen, the dining and the living room,in

VILLA

VILLA

CAMPANIA,ITALY

CAMPANIA,ITALY

Casale Giancesare Villa Agricola
25 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

the main villa. There is also an annex with

NAP

Villa Di Nola Luxury Home - Sorrento
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

two bedrooms with bathroom en-suite.”

6 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

NAP
panoramic,

LEARN MORE

The Voza Family decides to undertake

Very

independent

villa,

a project to renovate their old family

completely fenced to ensure maximum

farmhouse, built in the nineteenth century

privacy, large outdoor areas with lawned

and constructed with local stone, to create

and tree-lined gardens as well as paved

their home immersed in the nature of

areas, with private parking, equipped with

the Cilento National Park in harmony

every comfort.

with the grandeur of the Temples of
Paestum. The Villa is a place immersed
VILLA
CAMPANIA, ITALY
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in a green countryside and is surrounded
by a beautiful garden rich in the typical
characteristics of Cilento.

VILLA
CAMPANIA,ITALY
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Hotel Aurora
56 PEOPLE

NAP

Villaggio Alberghiero Cala D’Arconte
100 PEOPLE

28 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NAP

45 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A hotel on the Amalfi Coast, the Hotel Aurora

Cala d’Arconte faces one of the most beautiful

is set in a unique location facing directly onto

and charming beaches of the Cilento National

the beach and just a few minutes walk from

Park. Set in peaceful surroundings, with nothing

the centre of Amalfi, reachable without having

to distract you but the glowing sun, the blue

to climb any steps. Ideal for a relaxing, pleasant

sea and the green trees, is the perfect place

and charming vacation the hotel is situated in a

for anyone who is looking for a relaxing break

peaceful and quiet area far from the traffic.

away from the usual tourist traps and bustling
holiday resorts. The only things waking you up
HOTEL

in the mornings will be the singing birds and

RESORT

the sound of the waves.
CAMPANIA,ITALY

Casa Gargano Ravello Amalfi Coast
9 PEOPLE
NAP

CAMPANIA,ITALY

Hotel Pupetto
50 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS
LEARN MORE

NAP

34 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Completely refurbished (2019), Casa Gargano, with
its incomparable view of the sea and the Amalfi

Hotel Pupetto is a family-run hotel in a secluded

coast from its balcony, is a five minutes walk above

location, right on the beach of Fornillo, in

the beach of Castiglione di Ravello, on the first

Positano. Surrounded by terraced gardens, it

floor of a building erected after the construction

offers a quiet location, a restaurant that serves

(1853) of the world-famous Amalfi Drive. Open all

local specialties and a beach club.

year round, fully climatized, Casa Gargano can be
rented either as a whole structure, equipped with
4 bathrooms, or in independent units for smaller
groups or solo travelers. It is an ideal venue where
to meditate, write, practice your hobbies and
professional activities from remote, looking from its

HOLIDAY APARTMENT
ABOVE THE BEACH
CAMPANIA,ITALY

RESORT
CAMPANIA,ITALY

high windows at the ever-changing sea.
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Villa Aragona
17 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

Villa La Calcara
NAP

VILLA

14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

19 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NAP

Villa La Calcara is a designer villa from

steeped in history, with breathtaking

the early 70s built in local stone, and is

views and wonderful gardens. An ancient

surrounded by a 15-acre exclusive park

and spacious family home surrounded

of amazing natural beauty. It stands

by a large garden. The timeless charm of

overlooking Amalfi, Atrani, and Ravello

the tuff combined with contemporary

to the south-west, the Med to the south,

comfort. With its warren of rooms, almost

and an 11th century Norman tower to the

ecclesiastic feel, sumptuous furniture and

east. 5 minutes to Maiori, 8 to Atrani, 10 to

magnificent grounds, Villa Aragona is the

Amalfi, 20 to Ravello.

family and friends, or for a bigger event
like a wedding or baptism.

La Torre della Limonaia
38 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Villa Aragona is the ultimate luxury escape.

perfect spot for a relaxing holiday with

CAMPANIA,ITALY

6 ROOMS

AMALFI, CAMPANIA, ITALY

Villa Santa Maria
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES
NAP

VILLA

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
NAP

LEARN MORE

We have two large luxury villas on the

Magically suspended between sky and

Amalfi Coast. Villa la Limonaia can host

sea , Santa Maria Luxury Villa is an elegant

16 people and Villa la Torre can host 12

and exclusive property, located a short

people. Each of them has a private pool,

distance from the historic center of Amalfi,

chef, butler, housekeeping and private

surrounded by the enveloping scents of

sea access. Extra rooms can be added

the Mediterranean vegetations and lemon

to the villas if necessary, however, each

groves, in a relaxing atmosphere.

property has to be rented all together, not
VILLA
AMALFI, CAMPANIA, ITALY
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for individual rooms. The Villas are set in
the centre of the Amalfi Coast, where our
guest can benefit from complete privacy
but can easily access typical villages.

VILLA
SALERNO, CAMPANIA, ITALY
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Villa Danae
20 PEOPLE

NAP

Il Borgo del Balsamico Le Dimore
20 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

BLQ

LEARN MORE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Danae is located in Amalfi Coast, just 6km

My venue is a Historical Villa with depandance

from the beach, villa with sea view, JAKUZZI,

and an amazing Garden of 10.000 square meters.

2 terraces, free WIFI, air conditioning, free

In the middle of Giardino all’Italiana there is

parking..

a nice pool for the guest. The garden is full of
ancient trees and flowers , like rose, wisteria
and hidrangeas. The athmosphere is calm and
magic, like to be in a old time and far away from
the fast rithm of the modern life. we offer an
VILLA

amazing experience of balsamic vinegar

SALERNO, CAMPANIA, ITALY

Villa Costanza, Amalfi Coast
8 PEOPLE

NAP

LEARN MORE

Not to far from from Adriatic sea and the Alpi.

‘Amalfi Coast’. The villa enjoys a wonderful view

A perfect place where you can connect with

of the sea and the coastline from the swimming

nature and spent your time far from noise. Also,

pool and the solarium terrace. The Villa boasts of

if you want, you can visit some beautiful italian

large and very panoramic outdoor spaces (1500

historical cities like Venice, Aquileia, Cividale,

sqm), the ideal place to enjoy unique moments
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LEARN MORE

around, vineyards and other agricultural crops.

centre of Maiori, a small and pretty town off the

most stunning sea view.

4 ROOMS

An amazing old villa with a large park and, all

property located at 800 meters from the city

on request, special events in the backdrop of a

Villa del paradiso
TRS

Villa Costanza is a unique and panoramic

in total relaxation and privacy or even to host,

EMILIA ROMAGNA, ITALY

7 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

VILLA

Trieste.
VILLA
SALERNO, CAMPANIA, ITALY

VILLA
FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA,ITALY
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Villa Baldacchini

La Casa del Grillo
6 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

46 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

LEARN MORE

the true Italian provincial life among

let you fly away from everyday life. Dating

the olive trees and historical artefacts,

back to the first century AD, parts of this

mesmerizing

Latium

property were the home of Emperor Nero’s

sunsets. Ideal for nature-lovers and big

mother Agrippina. This is the perfect

families with kids thanks to a pool and

setting for a relaxing, tranquil getaway, just

lots of outside space. There are several

an hour from Rome. Colorful peacocks live

Etruscan sights to explore around plus 2

gently around the 16000 square metres of

lakes to enjoy.

grounds and gardens with groves, ponds

the

wonderful

VILLA

and orchards in abundance. The villa also

LAZIO,ITALY

features a stunning home spa, complete
with a Turkish bath and Finnish sauna.

Casale San Pietro
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FCO

LAZIO,ITALY

FCO

The stunning view of the River Tiber will

In Sabina Retreat

RETREAT CENTER

FEATURES

La Casa del Grillo is the best way to explore

LAZIO,ITALY

20 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FCO

VILLA

12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
ROME FCO

LEARN MORE

In the heart of the Sabine hills amidst

Casale San Pietro nestles in eight acres

olive groves and a rolling landscape,

of Olive Groves in the heart of the Italian

lies a peaceful haven of repose. With its

countryside in the region of Lazio, a lesser

spectacular views and magical setting,

known part of Italy with many hidden

In Sabina lies in the midst of the Italian

gems, yet only 50 minutes away from

countryside less than an hour from Rome.

the Eternal City of Rome. It is a luxury

The grounds are lush and abundant,

agristurismo with 6 individually designed

with a natural spring, gardens, pond and

bedrooms. It has a large pool with luxury

swimming pool. The property is peaceful,
rustic and ideal for spiritual practice.
There are spaces indoors and out for yoga,
meditation, music and the arts.

HOTEL
LATIUM, ITALY

sun beds and sitting areas Joe and Alana
designed and renovated the 300 year
farmhouse with a clear vision: to create a
space which is relaxing and tranquil.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Valle Sorbo
10 PEOPLE

FCO

Casina degli Specchi
11 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

4 ROOMS

FCO

LEARN MORE

Large modern villa near Rome, with private

Casina degli Specchi, historic house, was once

pool and garden, plenty of indoor and outdoor

the family residence of the Chigi Albani family.

space makes it perfect for multi family or multi

Built in 1720, it is a place where history, art

generational groups. Located overlooking the

and culture blend with comfort. Casina degli

Sorbo Valley, part of the Veio national park.

Specchi has 4 elegant bedrooms. An overnight

Relax by the pool, go for a walk in the forest or by

stay always includes breakfast. Casina degli

the river, take a trip into nearby Rome or beyond.

Specchi is surrounded by a large garden with

Inside the villa is full of natural light and

a salt water swimming pool renovated in 2016.

furnished in a relaxed and modern style, with

VILLA

plentiful communal spaces.

For our guests, it is available an aperitif service
with local food and wine.

LAZIO,ITALY

FCO

LAZIO,ITALY

Niclas Luxury Apartments

Yoga Farm Italy
45 PEOPLE

12 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

3 APARTMENTS

LEARN MORE

CIA

We are located at the foot of a beautiful

LUXURY APARTMENTS IN THE RESIDENTIAL

mountain in the Abruzzi National Park, close

HEART OF THE EUR. IMMERSED IN THE

to ample hiking trails, pristine waterfalls, and

GREEN AND IN THE CITY AT THE SAME TIME.

beautiful lakes. This region is a real treasure,

The accommodations are inside a very modern

a gem hidden between Rome and Naples.

and bright villa where you can relax outdoors.

During your vacation with us, you can get off

They

the tourist trail, relax on our beautiful farm,

suitable

eat fresh fruit from the trees, ramble round in

stays,

our beautiful forest, immerse yourself in Italian

FARM

culture, and enjoy delicious organic homemade
Italian meals.
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HOTEL

welcome
for
for

every
short

holidays,

guest

and

and

long-term

work

or

are

relaxation.

Also suitable for families with children, who can

VILLA

play safely in the garden.
LAZIO,ITALY

ROME,ITALY
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Casale del Gallo

The Home In The Stone
8 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

29 PEOPLE

FEATURES

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FCO

CIA,FCO

The Home In The Stone is a charming and

located at the doors of Rome and is

small town in the Land of Etruscans

composed by three villas surrounded by

between Rome the Eternal City and

vineyards and a beautiful golf course. It has

Viterbo the City of Popes, a short step from

a capacity of 29 guests with the possibility

forests, hot springs, lakes and art cities.

to add other nearby villas increasing the

Perfect to step out of the busyness of life.

number of people hosted. In the vast

The home gives a time to reconnect with

LATIUM, ITALY

4 ROOMS

pools, beautiful patios and brethtaking
RESORT

landscapes.

way of living.
LATIUM, ITALY

Villa DiTrapano
8 PEOPLE

garden there are two sea salt swimming

what matters most and a chance to make
amazing experiences: the authentic Italian

Relais Villa Giulia
20 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

FCO
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LEARN MORE

Villa DiTrapano, our family home, sits on

Relais del Maro is a 4* albergo diffuso,

16 acres overlooking the historic town

made up of 14 between rooms and a suite,

of Sezze Romano with views out to the

distributed amongst 3 buildings situated

Mediterranean Sea. It was completely

in the ancient village of Borgomaro, a few

renovated

modern

kilometres away from the Ligurian Sea. It is

amenities including a Travertine salt water

a family run small hotel that gives attention

pool. There are olive trees, plum trees, fig

to every little detail to make the guests

in

2016

with

all

feel part of the family. Jewel in the crown

and shopping are within a short walk.

LATIUM, ITALY

FEATURES
NCE, GOA

trees, etc. Cappucino, gelato, groceries,
VILLA

LEARN MORE

Casale del Gallo is a country property

peaceful retreat in the heart of a medieval

COUNTRY HOUSE

FEATURES

Rome is 40 minutes by train and beaches
20 minutes away.

RESORT

the garden, the pool and the luxurious
breakfast.

LIGURIA, ITALY
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Villas Retreats

Hotel Villa Miki
12 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

24 PEOPLE

FEATURES

15 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

PSA

LEARN MORE

ALL

VILLAS RETREATS is located in the medieval

A small new modern hotel situated in a

village of Sarzana, (Italian Riviera) near to Cinque

green lush and quiet part of Bordighera,

Terre National Park: the nicest and purest part

Liguria, close to the sea. Nice ample rooms

of Liguria. We offer several properties by the

with large terraces . Temperate micro

sea and countryside, with fantastic views and

climate enjoyed by this part of the Riviera

surrounded by gorgeous green nature. Quiet

with warm and sunny winter and not very

and safe spaces where you can relax hearing

hot summer.

the singing birds and eating Mediterranean
food. Villas Retreats also provides concierge
VILLA

HOTEL

services and private experiences that will

CINQUE TERRE, LIGURIA, ITALY

LIGURIA,ITALY

make your stay more comfortable and exciting
such as transfers from/to airports, private chef,
nutritionist, private tours and much more.

The Mortola Tower
23 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

Agriturismo Castello di Vezio

FEATURES

60 PEOPLE

30 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

NCE

Agriturismo

years old post guard tower with his
the

house,
historic

the

building

national

is

heritage,

Como, just

just

Its
of

paradise of nature, with a breathtaking
infinite sea view 150 high mt sea level.
Top privacy & great Botanic Garden for the

LIGURIA,ITALY

guest fully equipped with BBQ, Pergola,
Sunbeds, Veg Garden, Fireplace, Biopound
and a huge Aloe arborescens collection
that the guest can use for a beauty
treatment. Nature walk, beach.
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Castello

di

Vezio

has

a

unique view over the 2 brenches Lake

under

over the famous Hanbury Gardens, A

ECO VILLAGE

LEARN MORE

LIN

Welcome in the Mortola Tower, a 500
guest

FEATURES

wide

LECCO, LOMBARDY,ITALY

gardens

the

with

excellent

The

houses

and

are

country

houses

style

olive

Agriturismo

an

modern
BED & BREAKFAST

2. 5 km from Varenna.

quality

and

groves
produce

DOP

the

oil.

apartments
furnished

totally

in

equipped.

13 apartments and houses for a total of 60
beds with 3 swimming pools, a tennis court,
a conference room and a playground.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Paradeisos
200 PEOPLE

MXP

B&B La Celeste Galeria
12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

VRN

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Paradeisos represents a unique asset in

Charming villa with beautiful 12 meters outdoor

the lake district, north of Milan. Completely

swimming pool - placed in the garden. The B&B

renovated in the last 20 years, it has been

La Celeste Galeria is an 18th-century country

enriched by items coming from noble properties

house, located at the gates of Mantua. It

in France, England and Japan and has been

provides 4 very wide rooms with wood ceilings

adorned by contemporary artists. Today the

and terracotta floorings. The daily breakfast

villa is inhabited throughout the year and it is in

will be made and served in the big hall on the

perfect state of conservation.

ground floor by the two owners. At B&B you
VILLA

can choose many extra activities to discover the

VILLA

territory around and the history of the city.
LOMBARDIA,ITALY

Villa Ponti Bellavista
22 PEOPLE

MXP

LOMBARDIA,ITALY

Villa Ucci Luxury B&B
20 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MXP

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Ponti Bellavista is a mid century architect

Villa Ucci was built in the early 1900’s and has

designed 1960s villa that has been completely

been in our family for over four generations.

and sympathetically restored. The villa is

It has always been a place where we could

authentically furnished with antiques and art

spend special moments together, reconnect

from the era providing modern comfort and

with nature and enjoy the rare beauty and

superb design. The lake and mountains views

breathtaking views of Lake Como.

from the private gardens and infinity pool
are simply breathtakIng. The villa is able to
provide accommodation for up to 22 guests in

VILLA

VILLA

combination with a nearby villa. Full catering
can be arranged.
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LOMBARDIA,ITALY

LOMBARDIA,ITALY
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Villa Elisa Relax
12 PEOPLE

BGY

Villa Porto Felice
20 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MXP

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We are a very elegant Villa in the countryside

Amazing Lakeside fully staffed Villa in a wide

of the Lake Garda, Italy. Here you can find

private park, Villa Porto Felice occupies one of

everything you need, fun and relax at the same

the most sought after locations on the banks

time and the land escape is something amazing.

of Tremezzina. The Villa features 10 double
bedrooms, indoor and outdoor dining areas,
heated all season pool, fully-equipped gym,
tennis court.
VILLA

VILLA

LOMBARDY,ITALY

The Stars Society - Villa Silver
20 PEOPLE

MPX

LOMBARDY, ITALY

Villa Giovannozzi
14 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSR

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Silver is the perfect location for your

Villa Giovannozzi is an artistic villa located on

holidays or events; the villa features an exclusive

the hills of Ascoli Piceno, only 10 minutes from

and unique view over Lake Como. The Villa

the city center and 30 minutes from the sea.

interiors are elegant, charming and modern at

Surrounded by a private forest, it offers a big

the same time. The Villa architecture is classical

swimming pool, tennis and bocce courts and

and reminds of the old architectural style of the

much more. Ideal for exploring the region and

region.

enjoying nature and privacy
VILLA
LOMBARDY,ITALY
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VILLA
MARCHE,ITALY
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Villa Pedossa, Your Country Escape
18 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

75 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AOI

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AOI

Per chi ama la bellezza, per chi cerca tranquillità

Marche hills, 8km away from the beach, Villa

e benessere, per chi subisce il fascino della

Pedossa, with its 5 charming apartments, is

cultura.

the ideal spot for a deep dive into nature: Your

recuperati, camere confortevoli regaleranno

Country Escape! This farmhouse from the

un’esperienza da ricordare: sentire il fascino

‘700, beautifully restored in traditional style

di una storia che attraversa i secoli.Un grande

and offering old charme with all expected

parco, con più di 500 piante, sarà il vostro

comforts, among olive trees and fields of

angolo di paradiso, per ritrovare serenità

tub, poolside gazebo, barbeque, woodfired oven and bocce court.

Villa Centofinestre
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

In a strategic and quite position in Le

big garden with fruit trees, large pool, hot

MARCHE, ITALY

34 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

sunflowers and wheat, is surrounded by a
VILLA

Villa Quiete Hotel Ristorante

VILLA CON PARCO ADIBITA AD
HOTEL RISTORANTE
MARCHE, ITALY

Arredi

d’epoca

sapientemente

e praticare il natural wellness; un raffinato
ristorante delizierà il vostro palato, camere
dotate di ogni comfort vi garantiranno un be

Il Casale di Giovanna
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AOI

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
AOI

LEARN MORE

In the heart of the treasures of the Marche,

Il Casale di Giovanna is a beautiful

Villa Centofinestre, ample and aristocratic

country house built in 1889 and recently

country residence, is the perfect location

restored preserving the original design.

for your special event.

It is located in a fantastic location,
surrounded only by hills, cultivated fields,
olive trees and streams; an isolated
environment, ideal for those seeking peace
and tranquility.

VILLA
MARCHE, ITALY
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VILLA
MARCHE, ITALY
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Villa Prati
16 PEOPLE

AOI

Agriturismo Ca’ Le Suore
55 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AIO

18 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

This luxury villa in the beautiful Marche region

Small rural village consisting of 5 hectares of

of Italy offers exclusive use of the house and its

vineyards, cellar and 15 independent apartments,

grounds. Accommodating a max of 14 guests,

surrounded by nature. The structure consists of

the villa is perfect for a large family or groups of

apartments, restaurant, panoramic swimming

friends. Situated in the heart of the glorious Le

pool, tennis court and 100 m2 yoga room. We

Marche region of Italy, at 5 minutes drive from

are specialized in traditional cuisine, vegetarian

its nearest medieval town Mogliano and offers

and vegan cuisine. For more than twenty years

a unique opportunity for those in search of a

we have hosted yoga retreats, corporate events

spacious and exclusive villa for a peaceful and

VILLA

relaxing holiday.

and artistic residences with guests from all over
the world.

MARCHE, ITALY

BLQ

MARCHE, ITALY

Mille Querce Società Agricola

Borgo Loretello
20 PEOPLE

FARM HOUSE

9 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AOI

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Borgo Loretello is a collection of charming

Nestled within the beautiful hills of the

holiday homes located in one of Italy’s most

Le Marche region in Italy, Mille Querce is

picturesque villages, Loretello. This is where you

a farming company and holiday villa co-

can host your slow a retreat, celebrate your love

existing in perfect harmony. Our philosophy

and return home as an unwinded, happier self.

integrates respect for nature with delivery
of highest quality products and services.
Ville Mille Querce is a place where to relax and
regenerate – set out for a walk in the serene
VILLAGE

countryside, rest by the pool, get pampered in

VILLA

the hot Jacuzzi...
MARCHE, ITALY
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MARCHE, ITALY
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Villa Marchetti
11 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Villa dei lecci
40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AOI

“Villa dei Lecci” is composed of 7 villas all

by an extense vineyard of 14ha. Quiet

united by an exclusive location. Furnished

and isolated and with sea views from the

in detail, the villas have gardens, terraces,

villa’s pool. 5 large bedrooms (4 double

swimming

1 triple), 2 large living rooms, 2 kitchens,

exclusive use. The scents and colors of

4 bathrooms, parking, large garden and

the Mediterranean scrub, the view of the

barbecue. Close to the beach (5 minutes

sea and Forio d’Ischia, the breathtaking

by car) and to historical cities.

sunsets,

MARCHE, ITALY
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give

or

guests

whirlpools

a

unique

for

and

unrepeatable atmosphere.

Casa Tuja
5 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AOI

MARCHE, ITALY

pools

NAPLES, CAMPANIA, ITALY

Villa Anitori - Prestige Relais & Spa

COUNTRY HOUSE

LEARN MORE

Amazing villa placed on a hill surrounded

VILLA

10 ROOMS

FEATURES
NAP

LEARN MORE

VILLA

250 PEOPLE

14 ROOMS

2 ROOMS

FEATURES
NAP

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

Villa Anitori is a charming country-house

Casa Tuja is a country house located in the

set amidst rolling hills in unspoilt Le

Molise region in South-Central Italy. Molise

marche region at the very heart of Italy.

is the most unexplored area within our

Breathtaking views gorgeous spa great

country as well as the area with the lowest

swimming-pool lush garden and friendly

level of pollution. It is the perfect place

service are our distinguishing marks. The

to inhale fresh and clean air and to enjoy

surroundings, untouched by mass tourism,

natural elements such as green hills and

have plenty to offer: art, history, nature,

crystal-clear sea. Many enchanting and

villages, genuine italian life-style. Adriatic
sea beaches and Sibillini Mountains at
easy reach.

VILLA
MOLISE,ITALY

heterogeneous places surround Casa Tuja:
castles, amphitheaters, mountain trails,
marvellous

woods,

sanctuaries,

lakes,

small villages and also a contemporary ar
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Country House Montessino
12 PEOPLE

TRN

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MXP

America nei boschi b&b
4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Authentic, historic Italian mansion. A unique

Welcome to America dei Boschi b & b set in

location, positioned in a hamlet on the ridge of

BRA. Immersed in the nature of the Roero,

a hill with gratifying views and a wellness area

surrounded by the famous lands of the Rocche.

surrounded by vineyards and fields.

A 4 bedroom accommodation with bathroom
and forest view.For those seeking tranquility
and life in nature it will be impossible not to fall
in love with the America dei Boschi .
ADULTS ONLY COUNTRY HOUSE
AND RESORT WITH SPA

BED & BREAKFAST

PIEDMONT,ITALY

America nei boschi b&b

La Villa Hotel
37 PEOPLE

TRN

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MXP

PIEDMONT,ITALY

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

La Villa is a hideaway boutique hotel set in

Welcome to America dei Boschi b & b set in

a stunning location amongst the Piemonte

BRA. Immersed in the nature of the Roero,

vineyards, overlooking the Alps. We offer

surrounded by the famous lands of the Rocche.

a

home-away-from-home

A 4 bedroom accommodation with bathroom

experience where people often arrive as guests

and forest view.For those seeking tranquility

and leave as friends. We focus on offering our

and life in nature it will be impossible not to fall

guests great local food and wine, in a space they

in love with the America dei Boschi .

country

house

can truly relax, kick back and suspend time.
HOTEL
PIEDMONT,ITALY
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BED & BREAKFAST
PIEDMONT,ITALY
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Villa Adina
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Villa Monziani
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TRN

17th Century lakeside villa situated on

position in La Morra in the centre of the

small island in the middle of Lake Orta,

single Barolo cru, Roccchetevino. From

400m from shore, completely refurbished,

the house you have a breathtaking view

with modern kitchen, 5 bedrooms, 4

off the Barolo villages; Verduno (Alba),

bathrooms, large lounge, garden, private

Roddi, Diano d’Alba, Castiglione Falletto,

boat & boathouse, mainland garages. No

Serralunga and Monforte. Villa Adina is the

cars on island, only access by boat, famous

very best place for exploring the fantastic

for its Cloistered Nun’s Convent.

hundreds of wine producers very close!

VILLA
NOVARA, PIEDMONT, ITALY

Villa Pattono Relais & Spa
13 ROOMS

Villa Fiorita
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
MXP

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE
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LEARN MORE

Villa Pattono was originally built in 1700’s

Amazing Villa in front of the sea, with a

as a country house residence. At the end

unique view and location. Two big terraces

of the 1800’s the Pattono family from

and two large fields where you can enjoy

Costigliole d’Asti bought and completely

beautiful sunsets and having amazing

renovated it with the great tower that

moments

dominates the surrounding scenery. The

surroundings nearby but also

Villa is located in Costigliole d’Asti, where

restaurants. Shops, bars and restaurants

exquisite white truffle and Barolo red wine.
Its unique position on top hill guarantees
you a peaceful and exclusive relax.

of

meditation.

Historical
famous

close to the house.

bordering the Langhe, homeland of the

PIEDMONT,ITALY

FEATURES
PSA

Barbera d’Asti is produced, a small town
VILLA

LEARN MORE

Villa Adina is located in a spectacular

PIEDMONT,ITALY

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES
MXP

LEARN MORE

Barolo area, with over 40 restaurants and

VILLA

8 ROOMS

VILLA
PIEDMONT, ITALY
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Villa Li Graniti
10 PEOPLE

OLB

Villa La Chiocciola
16 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LI GRANITI is a spectacular luxury villa in Porto

Villa La Chiocciola was built in the 17th century and

rafael, its prime location and orientation afford

passed down through generations in the Casoni

breathtaking views on an endless mediterrean

family. The moment you walk in our guests will

panorama.

smell the fresh lavender and olive trees and they
will sense the peace and serenity that is unique
to Tuscany. Villa La Chiocciola is like no other—A
place for get-togethers, holidays, and retreats.
The villa was recently renovated and completed
VILLA

with state of the art kitchens and bathrooms,

VILLA

design furniture, and exquisite taste.
SARDEGNA,ITALY

Casa Maica Guest House
15 PEOPLE

AHO

SARDINIA,ITALY

Villa La Belle Etoile
23 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CAG

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Casa Maica is a nice, easy going, nature and

La Belle Etoile is a luxury villa in south Sardinia

human rights sensitive guest house in the north

with an unbelievable location right on the

west of Sardinia. It offers private rooms and an

beach. Come and be swept away by the views,

independent little house: the octopus house. It

enchanted by the beautiful waters and nourished

is a place for nature lovers and animals lovers.

by the sunshine of the Mediterranean - all while

There is a huge quantity of birds, free ground

being pampered by our internationally trained

turtles, and if you are lucky you can also see a

and award winning staff. We pride ourselves

hare and a shy boar.

in taking care of everything so that you may
ECO GUEST HOUSE

spend quality time with your family or friends

VILLA

while having a genuine Italian experience.
SARDEGNA,ITALY
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SARDINIA,ITALY
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Villa D’angelo Puntaldia
10 PEOPLE

OLB

Galanias Hotel & Retreat
95 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CAG

46 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

La villa è un un’esperienza indimenticabile,

Galanias Hotel & Retreat stands where nature

ha una vista magnifica che poche ville hanno

and the sea have created a scenery of pristine

in questa zona della Sardegna. Qui vi hanno

beauty. The Hotel is structured on different

soggiornato molte persone dello spettacolo.

levels sloping towards the garden and with

Puntaldia è un luogo di relax, lontano dal caos

a scenic swimming pool surrounded by olive

della costa Smeralda e frequentato da persone

trees, palms and Mediterranean plants. The

di gusto.

design is in typical Sardinian style, traditional
and refined, with furniture and upholstery
VILLA

fabrics carefully made by the skilled hands of

HOTEL

the artisans of Ogliastra.
SARDINIA,ITALY

Fra Cielo e Mare

Villa Virago
11 PEOPLE

CAG

SARDINIA,ITALY

CAG

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A luxury villa with a private swimming pool

Fra Cielo e Mare welcomes you to a place that

and access to a private beach just 100m away.

combines simplicity with beauty and that will

Set in a beautiful, secluded spot but just 700m

make your stay a truly unforgettable experience.

from the local marina, bar and restaurant and

A unique Italian mansion with all the charms

a 5 minute drive to the charming local town of

of the 19th century. We restored, shaped,

PULA. Villa Virago offers stylish accommodation

modulated the house according to our desires

with all the essentials and more

and inspirations. You will find our own designs
and notice that every detail of the house has
VILLA

been taken care of. Get ready to experience

BED & BREAKFAST, VILLA

island life in style!
SARDINIA,ITALY
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SARDINIA,ITALY
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Casa Imbastita
40 PEOPLE

23 ROOMS

Tenuta Borgia
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CTA

Tenuta Borgia is a farm dedicated to the

among the bright colors and tranquility

production of olive oil and zibibbo grapes

of the Sicilian countryside to indulge

and one of the most beautiful retreats

in relaxation and contemplation with

in the Sicilian island of Pantelleria. The

the added value of contemporaneity,

estate is part of Pantelleria National

ensuring exclusive comforts and facilities,
design

and

Park and dominates the south-western

technology.

Mediterranean coastal stretch richest in

Boasting traditional local stone features
interior, you will enjoy the infectious

SICILY, RAGUSA,ITALY

8 ROOMS

SICILY,ITALY
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VILLA

built rural dwellings (dammuso) can enjoy

SICILY,ITALY

the sunset against the background of the
African coast.

Bite- Bike & Kite Accommodations
40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CTA

VILLA

Guests staying in one of the 7 lava stone

character of Sicily at its best

Villa Sea Rose
20 PEOPLE

caves, lava sculptures and emerald coves.

mixed with a stylish and comfortable

VILLA

LEARN MORE

PMO

The villas of Casa Imbastita welcome you

sophisticated

FEATURES

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

PMO

Villa Sea Rose is a charming villa located

Bite - Bike & Kite Accommodations is a

in the heart of the Aeolian Archipelago.

new concept of Holidays Accommodations

It’s a creative getaway for your mind and

focused

soul, the perfect solution for a retreat or a

searching a perfect retreat for active vacations

special occasion. All units provide a kitchen

as well as for a relaxing beachfront holiday.

and a private terrace, but also a gorgeous

The spaces are designed to provide the

Rooftop Lounge with enchanting sea view.

comforts of a vacation home with a special

It’s the perfect spot for a yoga session, a

eye for outdoor lovers & sustainable tourism.

dinner or special celebration.

The property provides Private Parking, a

independent

people

who

are

Common Garden with Outdoor Lounge Area
SICILY,ITALY

with BBQ, an amazing Yoga Terrace, lockers
for sport equipment and customized Tours

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Melus Maris
14 PEOPLE

Sicilian Spirit
26 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CTA

CTA

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Located within the Plemmirio Nature Reserve,

Sicilian Spirit hosts yoga, meditation, tantra and

only 400 meters from the sea, close to the

shamanic retreats in a XVII century farmhouse,

lighthouse further south of Syracuse, near

surrounded by 25 hectars of a lush private park,

the famous Elephant rock, a perfect place for

that includes a secluded oak wood, a small river

diving, bird watching, mountain biking lovers,

and a labyrinth garden of the first half of XVIII

yoga and any other sport in full contact with

century. Located in the Madonie area, in the

nature. In an oasis of deep relaxation, with a

very centre of Sicily, our Masseria is a certified

constant sea breeze, which refreshes even the

organic farm and produces extra virgin olive oil,

hottest summer days, you will find quiet and

VILLA

FARM

wheat, wine, vegetables and fruit.

very comfortable rooms, all with private garden
SICILY,ITALY

and private bathroom

Antico Feudo San Giorgio
60 PEOPLE

Antico

LEARN MORE

can

sun terrace with a swimming pool, restaurant

experience a sense of unique tranquillity.

and garden, Relais Chiaramonte is located

Centrally located in Sicily, at 700 meters of

in Ragusa. All rooms feature a flat-screen TV

altitude in the Madonie region, Antico Feudo San

with satellite channels and a private bathroom.

Giorgio is halfway between Palermo and Catania,

Private parking can be arranged at an extra

just 10 minutes of drive from the motorway.

charge. The units in the resort are equipped with

The building is a traditional Sicilian farm place,

a coffee machine. All units will provide guests

place

Giorgio
where

is

LEARN MORE

Providing free WiFi throughout the property, a

untouched

San

CTA

12 ROOMS

your

ideal

Feudo

Relais Chiaramonte
45 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

CTA

SICILY,ITALY

you

with a large old courtyard, and all around stables

FARM

and farm warehouses today renovated as guest
rooms.
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with a fridge. Guests at Relais Chiaramonte can

RESORT

enjoy a continental breakfast.
SICILY,ITALY

SICILY,ITALY
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Sikelia Resort
PMO

Agriturismo Case Don Ignazio Yoga & Nature
24 PEOPLE

20 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

CTA

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Hotel Sikelia was created by uniting a series

Case don Ignazio is an atmospheric receptive

of ancient dammusi – typical local structures

structure, the ideal destination for those who

with the addition of some modern architectural

want to spend their holidays in an authentic

elements. In the common areas and rooms

and comfortable environment, in close contact

guests will find a soft, welcoming ambience,

with nature.

created by soft colorings, design furnishings

In the heart of the Val di Noto and surrounded

and precious soft furnishings. There are large

by the green of the Mediterranean scrub, you

wicker armchairs and small works of art marking

will have the opportunity to stay in an ancient

these rooms in which comfort and style blend

RETREAT CENTER

harmoniously.

rural building completely renovated, in a unique
environment where relaxation and comfort are

SICILY,ITALY

6 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CTA

PMO

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Welcome to Danena Sicily - a place to release,

Villa Nico is an ancient 19th century farmhouse,

refresh and renew. Our private holiday retreat

wisely restored by the architect Nicolò Chiavetta.

is a place to find peace, to awaken your senses,

The Villa has a modern and welcoming style

and to rebalance your body and mind. We

and includes all the comforts. Located just 200

offer revitalising

meters from the sea, it is the perfect place for a

meditation,

activities including , yoga,

body

treatments

and

SICILY,ITALY

Villa Nico

Danena Sicily
24 PEOPLE

combined with respect for the environment.

music,

relaxing holiday or simply as a base for visiting

making use of healthy local food and nature. It’s

the entire coast from Palermo to Cefalù.

a special place to reconnect with yourself, with
others and the world around you.

VILLA
SICILY,ITALY
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SICILY,ITALY
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Villa Virginia
40 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Baglio Minaudo
PMO

VILLA

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

PMO

Spacious villa dating back to the 1800’s,

entering you will immediately find yourself

completely renovated keeping its Sicilian

immersed in the early 1900s, thanks to the

origins like the sandstone, stone walls,

grandeur of the staircase that leads to the

maioliche tiles and wooden beams yet

first floor, thanks to the coffered ceiling,

at the same time blending in modernity

and to the polychrome glass windows that

creating an unforgettable place for a truly

give majesty to this villa that brings back

relaxing holiday. The black infinity pool and

to the Florio period. Villa Virginia was built

700sqm of garden/outdoor living areas

by Vincenzo Caruso, administrator and

adds to the property.

partner of the Florio family.

VILLA
SICILY,ITALY

Village Malú
3 ROOMS

FEATURES

Villa Virginia was built in 1908 and upon

SICILY,ITALY

8 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

OldNoar Maisons de Charme
5 PEOPLE

FEATURES
CTA

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CTA

A detached 3-bedroom Villa available to

An ancient restored Villa of the nineteenth

book all year round, fully fitted to a high

century, which stands in front of an ancient

standard with quality bamboo furnishings

water mill still working in the old medieval

with a large private garden with spectacular

town of Novara di Sicilia.

views of the Aeolian Islands, which can
be seen from the villa’s very own private
heated pool with hydro-massage.

VILLA
SICILY,ITALY
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VILLA
SICILY,ITALY
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Villa Bragone
12 PEOPLE

Bragone

TPS

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

PMO
Casa

Seven Islands

is

a

beach

front

5 ROOMS

11 PEOPLE

Villa,

The prestigious contemporary Villa Seven

that allows you quick access to a swim.

Islands dominates uphill one of the world best

The sea is your private natural swimming pool!

sunset views. Enjoy clear views from the Marsala
historic centre up to Medieval Erice. Seven

Fully modernized whilst retaining many period

islands (and more) blast your senses from any

features, this huge country home is ideal to

point of the Villa and its seven terraces. A large

discover the Sicilian island all around. Artists,

white marble staircase leads up to the main

writers and families love our holiday house for

entrance of the house which is an open plan in

peace, sea, sun and delicious food. The central

VILLA

position on the northern coast let you discover

Iuta Glamping & Farm
25 PEOPLE

VILLA

complex.
SICILY, ITALY

Sicily!

CTA

design. Simply stunning heated pool and spa

MARSALA,ITALY

Vegan Hotel La Vimea
80 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

VRN

In the southern Italy countryside, Iuta Glamping

39 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Right in the heart of beautiful South Tyrol,

& Farm Sicily is the perfect farmstay. A Glamour

surrounded by the sun kissed mountains in the

Camping with Luxury lodges, surrounded by

charming town of Naturno, lies Italy’s first vegan

the natural beauty of century old olive trees

hotel. LA VIMEA pride themselves on using fresh,

and lemon trees plantation; a place where your

organic and local ingredients to create a special

happiness becomes our priority.

plant-based culinary experience. It is a place for
those seeking inspiration, tranquillity, nature, and
wellness; with yoga, meditation, ayurvedic massage
FARM
SICILY, ITALY
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and treatments available onsite. LA VIMEA is

HOTEL

situated amongst beautifully scenic landscapes
ideal for cycling, hiking and mountain biking.

TRENTINO SOUTH TYROL, ITALY
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Seehof Nature Retreat
80 PEOPLE

INN

40 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

VRN

SILENA, the soulful hotel
LEARN MORE

49 ROOMS

42 PEOPLE

“Seehof Nature Retreat is a sublime secret

SILENA, the soulful hotel in the middle of the

oasis. An ideal place to recharge your batteries

Vals high valley: a haven of peace, a hideaway for

and revel in life’s many pleasures. Located

the soul. The four-star superior hotel combines

outside the little village of Natz, near Brixen,

South Tyrolean lifestyle with a Far Eastern

this sanctuary is situated directly on a private

philosophy. Enjoy yourself in the extensive

natural lake. Anyone who loves tranquility and

wellness area, the library, the first-class gourmet

appreciates independence will feel immensely

restaurant or at a yoga class, meditation or a

at home here – and will undoubtedly want

breath walk in the stunning nature of the Alps.

to stay a good, long time. Nestled harmoniously

PLACE TO BE

HOTEL

into the landscape, this exquisite hideaway is a
TRENTINO SOUTH TYROL, ITALY

self-contained universe that unveils”

Villa La Palagina

Eco Hotel Saltus
56 PEOPLE

90 PEOPLE

28 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

VRN

TRENTINO SOUTH TYROL, ITALY

FLR

26 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

“The ECO Hotel Saltus is located at an

Let yourself be lulled by the silence and

altitude of 1.100 meters, at the edge of the

fragrance of the Chianti hills with a stay at our

forest,

typical historic home.

facing

the

UNESCO

heritage

site

Dolomites. Bolzano, the regional capital, is
however only a short cable car ride away.
Following our vision of “living nature because
nature is what we are”, we offer a platform for
authentic, sustainable relaxation with a Forest
Spa, Sky pool, and the daily Saltus Relaxation

HOTEL

RESORT

Program with yoga, meditation, forest bathing,
Qi-Gong and more.”
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TUSCANY,ITALY
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VILLA LA VOLPE

Villa la Volpe
TUSCANY,ITALY

FLR

ACTIVITIES
10 ROOMS

27 PEOPLE

VILLA

Villa La Volpe’’ can trace its history back as far as the 18th century, when

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Cooking Lessons

•

Swimming

•

Wellness Activities

•

Biking

•

Historic Sites

•

Cultural Experiences

•

Wine Tasting

it was a hunting lodge. Here in this part of the Lucchese countryside,

Peaceful silence and greenery surround ‘’Villa La Volpe’’; the only sounds you hear

noblemen built their summer villas and here they came in the spring

around the house are birdsong and the rustling of the leaves. Furnished with typical

and summertime to spend their holidays. The villa is situated in a lovely

Tuscan antique furniture and fitted with air conditioning system can accommodate

spot, surrounded by monumental historic villas, among vineyards and

up 20 guests. In case of smaller groups it is possible to rent just a single part of it: Casa

olive groves and has been completely restored and renovated while

Ada or Casa Michele, each one can accommodate up to 10 persons. The two units can

maintaining the charm of a typical house of the Tuscan countryside.

be made independent offering the maximum privacy.
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UMAMMA - THE UNEXPECTED PLACE -

UMAMMA - THE UNEXPECTED PLACE -

UMAMMA - The Unexpected Place TUSCANY,ITALY

PSA

2 ROOMS

4 PEOPLE

APARTMENT IN THE
HISTORICAL CENTER

A panoramic two-story loft with a secret pool in a historical Tuscan
setting. Developed on two floors, the entry level is composed of two large
interconnected open-spaces with panoramic windows towards the Tuscan

ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Biking

•

Golf

•

Mountain Biking

•

Cooking Class

•

Hiking

•

Painting

•

Walking Tour

•

Dancing

•

History

•

Personal

•

Writing

•

Exploration

•

Horse Back

Development

•

Yoga

•

Gardening
•

Riding

•

Photography

Meditation

•

Running/

Jogging

hillside; a more reserved bedroom / studio with en-suite bathroom lays to

recalling Roman thermal baths. At entry level, the first open-space hosts a fully equipped kitchen,

their side. The level below is the “unexpected place”: a hypogeum spa/pool

a dining area and a panoramic lounge.
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Parco del Principe
16 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

Villa Caselvecchio
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

FEATURES
FLR

LEARN MORE

Parco del Principe is a luxury Villa located

Seven gorgeous bedrooms accommodate

in the heart of the tuscan countryside. It

up to fourteen guests at Villa Caselvecchio.

boasts 8 meticulously decorated bedrooms

You will find six en-suite bathrooms and

and can hold up to 16 guests at a time.

a seventh private bathroom. One of the

The villa includes a wellness area in which

suites offers a jetted tub and another

our guests can find a sauna, steam room,

direct access to the terrace. Sleep soundly

massage room, and exercise floor. Parco

amid the delicate fragrances of the Tuscan

del Principe is surrounded by a large park,

countryside – olive, citrus and juniper!

perfect for morning walks and outdoor
VILLA

activities. Guests can also enjoy our heated

TUSCANY,ITALY

swimming pool from which one can take
in the picturesque surroundings.

Villa Campera
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

century

renovated
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10 PEOPLE

FEATURES

XVII

TUSCANY,ITALY

TUSCANY,ITALY

Villa le Facezie
PSA

VILLA

VILLA

and

Farmhouse
refurbished

PSA

completely
in

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

Villa Le Facezie - Bed & Breakfast, the

2010,

ideal place to visit Tuscany. Villa Le Facezie

perched on a hillside with 360 degree

is one of these places, a liberty villa from

views from golden sunrise to sunset. The

the early 1900s entirely renovated in 2018,

Villa and the Cottage feature 5 double

with passion and attention to detail, to

bedrooms, 2 of which convertible to twin

rediscover the authentic beauty of a

rooms. Relax in typical Tuscan days amidst

Tuscan villa. Villa Le Facezie consists of four

undulating arable beauty, dip into the uber

rooms, all carefully restored and furnished

stylish pool, dine al fresco in the shade of a
pergola.

VILLA
TUSCANY,ITALY

with original antiques dating back to the
Villa’s era. Designed to welcome families
and to offer them the greatest comfort.
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Villa Bella Cortona
12 PEOPLE

Casavecchia
30 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

FLR

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Luxury 6 Bedroom Villa With Private Bathroom

Three separate homes on a 45 acre olive and

in each bedroom. Suitable for adults. Property

grape farm - all homes can be rented together

sits on several acres with a pool, olive trees, and

or separately. Beautiful views. Two swimming

outdoor seating. Property is within half hour

pools. Lovely gardens. Very spacious.

from several towns to wine taste, food taste, and
explore. The property itself is ideal for cooking,
exercise, and other gathering retreats.
VILLA

FARM

TUSCANY,ITALY

Cancello Del Leone

Podere Le Pozze
14 PEOPLE

14 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

TUSCANY,ITALY

PSA

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The House overlooks a green valley and is

An Italian Villa with breath taking views &

surrounded by a property of 32 hectares

pool overlooking a mountain valley, located in

completely

Tuscany, available for short term rentals, retreats

fenced

with

large

green

areas, woods, olive groves and vineyards.

& events.

The main house is divided into two floors:
- On the ground floor there is the living
area

with

fireplace,

a

large

billiard

living

room,

room
dining

with
room,

kitchen, oven, two bathrooms and laundry.

VILLA-FARMHOUSE

VILLA

- On the upper floor there is the sleeping area: 6
bedrooms 4 bathrooms and two reading rooms.
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Relais Sassa al Sole
30 PEOPLE

Villa Nobile Cortona
16 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSA

8 ROOMS

FCO

LEARN MORE

Relais Sassa al Sole is located in Tuscany, on San

Set in 4acres of land, with large swimming

Miniato’s hills, famous for its prestigious white

pool in the tranquility of the beautiful Tuscan

truffle, and at a short distance from the most

landscape. A perfect location for Art retreats,

important art cities. It has 15 rooms and suites,

Yoga, cooking, day tours of historical medieval

inspired by the Belle Epoque and the female

towns with wine tasting , Photography & more.

protagonists of Puccini’s works, the “Otium”

Villa Nobile has be restored to a very good

SPA in Moorish style, the Restaurant “Opéra”

standard

that offers tasty dishes of the Tuscan and

incorporated with the modern amenities . We

Florentine tradition, an equestrian center with

COUNTRY RELAIS

keeping

the

authenticity

but
VILLA

have AC at the Villa.

Quarter horses, an outdoor heated pool and a
TUSCANY,ITALY

Jacuzzi in the panoramic garden

Agriturismo Canale

Locanda Rossa
92 PEOPLE

Locanda
of

LEARN MORE

Rossa

peaceful

wrapped

45 PEOPLE

38 ROOMS

FCO

in

is
and

21

a

farm

sober

hectares,

TUSCANY,ITALY

PSA

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

house

Beautiful farm in the Tuscan hills, maximum

elegance,

privacy, close to Pisa, Volterra, San Gimignano,

among

the

Lucca, Siena, Florence.

hills of the Maremma, an hiddem gem of
Tuscany. Art, Nature and Taste are the pillars
of

the

refined

hospitality

of

the

estate.

The 38 Rooms, Suites and Villas, pampered by
3,500 olive trees, are spacious and bright rooms
designed for the total comfort of guests.

RESORT
TUSCANY,ITALY
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FARM
TUSCANY,ITALY
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Novanta
40 PEOPLE

Villa di Geggiano

18 ROOMS

12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FLR

6 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

FLR

Novanta is an experience boutique hotel

Villa di Geggiano is a XVIII century Villa

nestled high up in the Casentino Hills of

located at the beginning of the rolling hills

Tuscany. With breathtaking views over

of Chianti, 5 km north-east of Siena. The

the valley this place gives guests the

Villa is an italian national monument and

opportunity to experience a traditional

active organic winery. It is home to the

taste of Tuscan life without sacrificing on

Bianchi Bandinelli family since 1527 who

luxury - immersed in nature, and swept

still runs operations.

up in local culture, food, and family. The
village consists of 17 buildings, including
ECO VILLAGE
TUSCANY,ITALY

an old church, we eat on long communal
tables and share experiences, stories and
bottles of wine.

Borgo I Tre Baroni
56 PEOPLE

21 ROOMS

TUSCANY,ITALY
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TUSCANY,ITALY

Castello di Vicarello
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FLR

RESORT

VILLA

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
FCO

LEARN MORE

The Borgo is set inside the National Park

Immerse yourself in life in the Maremman

of Casentino forests in a very small village

countryside at Castello di Vicarello. One of

called Moggiona. The hermitage and

the premier boutique properties in Tuscany,

Monastery of Camaldoli are only 5 km

this luxury vacation affords the amenities

away. We are inside a very peaceful and

of a luxury hotel with the private feel of a

quiet place. Different rooms from Spa

residence. Nine suites, nearly 40 hectares

suites with wellness inside the room and

of grounds and an attentive staff make

standard ones. A fine dining restaurant

this historic estate the perfect setting for a

inside called Mater. We are family run 4
star hotel with a deep attention on guests
needs.

VILLA
TUSCANY,ITALY

family reunion, a once-in-a-lifetime holiday
with friends or an intimate destination
wedding—and the honeymoon after.
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Villa Eugenia, Tuscany
10 PEOPLE

FLR

Il Baciarino
15 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Eugenia is nestled in beautiful Tuscany

Nestled on the steep hillside below Vetulonia

countryside, near Florence. The Villa offers 5

are 5 stone cottages, each with a unique view

beautiful double bedrooms all with ensuite

of wild nature and spectacular sea. The design

bathrooms, 2 large living rooms, one with an

details - driftwood sculptures, stone walls, cosy

open fireplace, 1 dining room and kitchen for

communal spaces - make for an unforgettable

your convenience. A stunning spacious terrace

experience. Offering some of the best seafood

with barbecue and luxurious private park, with

in Tuscany and a sense of seclusion and

gardens and swimming pool.

reconnection with the natural world, Il Baciarino
VILLA

is a fantastic space to learn and grow, and is

FARM

a convenient launch pad to nearby beaches,
TUSCANY,ITALY

Villa Montanare

Fattoria Le Case
56 PEOPLE

FLR

TUSCANY,ITALY

National parks and towns.

6 PEOPLE

30 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Agriturismo Fattoria le Case is an authentic

Villa Montanare is a peaceful romantic private

farmhouse nestled in one of the most untouched

escape in Tuscany, close to Cortona. The Villa

corners of Tuscany. The property offers different

est. 1640 is standing alone, surrounded by a

types of accommodation, from double rooms

paradisiac variety of plants,all day sun, stunning

(4), to apartments (10) with two bedrooms and

views and a amazing new swimming pool. Enjoy

a Villa. The farmhouse has a swimming-pool,

your yoga and pilates lessons, book a private

a private tennis/volley court, barbecue areas, a

chef dinner or SPA treatsments at this unique

beautiful river where you can swim, a private

and unforgettable place under the Tuscan sun.

chapel, a restaurant serving genuine and

FARM

VILLA

delicious Italian recipes and unspoiled nature
all around.

96 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Villa Poggio di Gaville
28 PEOPLE

24 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

Villa Ellerone
FLR

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Poggio di Gaville is a wonderful 18th

Is it possible to have Siena and Florence near at

century

hand, yet enjoy the tranquil settings of Tuscany

of

set

idyllic

Chianti.

Tuscany from a conveniently central location,

The farmhouse was restored to its original

Villa Ellerone is the perfect choice, guaranteeing

splendour in 2004 and is furnished with

easy access to the vineyards of Chianti and to

charming Tuscan style furniture and exotic world

the ancient doors of San Gimignano, Volterra,

pieces from 48 different countries in the world,

Florence and Siena. a large ancient and classic

of

and

surroundings

at the same time? For those planning to explore

hills

vineyards

in

in

the

trees,

Villa

Florence,

olive
close

groves
to

a reflection of the owner’s intercultural spirit.

AGRITURISMO

“

country villa with swimming pool, equipped

VILLA

with every modern service and comfort.
TUSCANY,ITALY

FH55 Hotel Villa Fiesole

Villa Caprera
16 PEOPLE

FLR

TUSCANY,ITALY

72 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

32 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Art Deco countryside villa with elegant gardens,

FH55 Hotel Villa Fiesole is a romantic historic

olive orchard and walnut plantation, five minute

house immersed in the green scenery of the

drive from Siena city centre. Located in quite

Florentine hills with unforgettable view over the

village with easy connection to the city, offers

town of Florence. The charming 32 rooms have

a range of settings for outdoor activities. Close

their own unique character , a terrace or patio,

proximity to the incredible scenery of Crete

frescoed ceilings and wooden or tiled floors.

Senesi region. Featuring four independent

Its panoramic restaurant proposes culinary

apartments with unique design for a total of 7

offerings strongly tied to the traditions of the

bedrooms. Ideal location for small weddings,

VILLA

family gatherings, yoga and wellness retreats.

HOTEL

solarium and the scented garden complete the
TUSCANY,ITALY
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local Italian region. The swimming pool, the
frame for a charming stay.

TUSCANY,ITALY
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Villa Gourmet
14 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Relais Castello La Pia Dama
50 PEOPLE

FEATURES

FLR

LEARN MORE

A typical Tuscan farmhouse from 17Th

Located in Val di Chiana in Sinalunga,

century well restored with a private pool

Castello La Pia Dama is a renovated 14th-

and park in the heart of Tuscany and at

century castle, offering elegant rooms

the same time very close to all Tuscan

with free Wi-Fi, an outdoor pool and the

amenities.

this

possibility of eating in the evening.Imagine

accommodation are the gourmet and

a medieval jewel in the heart of Tuscany,

catering services, since the owner is a Chef.

one of the most famous regions of Italy, a

It is a gourmet accommodation. Perfect

land of beauty, art, culture and gastronomic

for food lovers.

traditions. Surrounded by an enchanting

The

particularities

of

VILLA

RESORT

TUSCANY,ITALY

landscape of medieval villages, wheat fields,

TUSCANY,ITALY

Siena Dream Villas
5 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

PSA

10 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

vineyards and olive groves that extend to
the horizon.

Villa Scacciapensieri
31 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FLO

31 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

FLR

LEARN MORE

Welcome to Siena Dream Villas, your

Villa Scacciapensieri is not a modern hotel,

perfect home away from home in serene

but a Villa from 1800 with only 30 rooms

Serravalle, Buonconvento in Tuscany. We’re

ca.

in the heart of the Brunello wine region

dependances (Villino and Limonaia). Villa

and only a short drive to historic Florence

Scacciapensieri is not the “typical group

and Siena.

hotel”, but a family-run Villa where our

in the main villa and two close by

guests feel at home, taken care of and
pampered in full relax. Our hotel is one of
VILLA
TUSCANY,ITALY
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VILLA
TUSCANY,ITALY

the few historic villas in Siena, located in
a beautiful park, with a large swimming
pool and tennis court. Our hotel is closed
at the moment.
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Villa La Palazzetta
17 PEOPLE

Villa Campestri Olive Oil Resort
65 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FCO

FLR

25 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Located in the heart of Val d´Orcia (Only a

Welcome to Villa Campestri. Villa Campestri is

few steps away from the characteristic towns

the 1st Olive Oil Resort in the world, the oil we

of Montalcino, Pienza and the Spa of Bagno

produce and the patented conservation system

Bignoni), Villa La Palazzetta offers, in addition

is adopted by the most renowned chefs. Nestled

to a lovely stay, the opportunity to discover

in the hills of Mugello, a few kilometers from

beautiful

unforgettable

Florence, surrounded by centuries-old olive

structures of artistic and cultural importance.

trees and equipped with every comfort. Traces

Choosing Villa La Palazzetta means choosing a

the history and traditions of Tuscany, a land full

landscapes

and

unique experience and an immersion in nature,

VILLA

without giving up the pleasure of a morning

TUSCANY,ITALY

Maraviglia Conscious Living

Borgo Barnardini
PSA

14 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

“In the 1300’s Count Bernardini created a haven in

Immersed in an olive grove and surrounded by

the hills that surround the ancient walled city of

oak trees, Maraviglia’s palpable energy offers a

Lucca. Today Borgo Bernardini is an elegant and

truly healing experience.

exclusive Tuscan retreat immersed in a splendid

Maraviglia is a Conscious Living center located

parkland of ornamental ponds and antique

in a splendid tuscan country farmhouse with an

fountains, time-forgotten courtyards and lemon

annex, beautiful yoga shala in the woods and a

scented Italian gardens. The 12 individually styled

private infinity pool located near the charming

bedrooms, for up to 24 guests, are a reflection of

village of Monte San Savino. Magnificent view

gracious living blended discreetly with the typical

VILLA

Tuscan hamlet style of wood beamed ceilings
and warm colours”

102 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

RESORT

and look for. A jewel nestled in the Tuscan hills.
TUSCANY,ITALY

swim.

24 PEOPLE

of open-air masterpieces and treasures to go

over the surrounding countryside during the

FARM

day, star-filled sky and rejuvenating silence
TUSCANY,ITALY

during the night.

TUSCANY,ITALY
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Podere di Maggio
25 PEOPLE

PSA

Agriturismo Il Capoverso
13 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Nestled within powerful and deeply inspiring

Surrounded by olive groves, Il Capoverso is an

nature, in the heart of Tuscany, Italy, Podere Di

ancient farmhouse located on a hill in a quiet

Maggio is a place born of dreams. The dream to

and peaceful location. We are 1 km from the

be close to and learn from nature. The dream to

historic center of Monte San Savino, a medieval

create and share beauty. We offer an invitation

village and an ideal crossroads for visiting

to explore a wide range of life arts: poetry,

Arezzo, Siena, Florence, Cortona, Montepulciano,

dance, music, yoga, meditation, ritual, ceramics,

Pienza, Perugia and their enchanting territories.

painting, singing, photography, seeing, hearing,

Over the years we have created a welcoming

touching, feeling, cooking, communicating and

RETREAT CENTER

collaborating; sharing and daring to discover

PSA

TUSCANY,ITALY

and raising bees.

il Canneto di Pomaia

Villa Michaela
35 PEOPLE

15 PEOPLE

17 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSA

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Nestling in 50 acres of olive groves, pine clad

Located in the southwest of Tuscany in

hills and gardens, Villa Michaela is a

18th

a area known as Maremma, Agriturismo

century villa and boutique retreat in the Lucca

Poggio Monte sits within 160 acres of natural

foothill village of Vorno. Offering rooms on a

organic countryside where nature flourishes

B&B basis as well as Private Rental, Weddings,

uninterrupted. Very close by are the stunning

Private Events & Wellness Retreats, the Villa is a

medieval towns of Saturnia, Pitigliano and

luxury Tuscan getaway retreat unlike any other.

Sovana. So whatever you are looking for in your

Villa Michaela’s heritage, assets and raw beauty,

next holiday rental be it peace and relaxation or

all set in the heart of Tuscany, will add a magical

VILLA

touch to your plans.

sight seeing we at Poggio Monte are sure that

VILLA

you’ll find it here.
TUSCANY,ITALY
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FARM

ancient varieties of fruit, growing vegetables
TUSCANY,ITALY

and unfold yourself.

place to live, taking care of olive trees, planting

TUSCANY,ITALY
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The Inner Peace Sanctuary Tuscany
12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Podere Isabella
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSA

FEATURES
PEG

LEARN MORE

The Inner Peace Sanctuary was born out

Quiet, time and space, to allow the body

of Love. Love for Silence. Love for Nature.

and mind to rest, with a breathtaking view

Love for Deep Rest and Connection.

on the Val d’Orcia. A two-storey stone villa

Love for Peace and Home. A space for

built in 1900, which has been carefully

meditation,

and

restored and furnished with the owner’s

conscious harmonious living, the Sanctuary

personal collection of contemporary art

accommodates personal retreats, dark

and travel mementoes. It is the perfect

retreats, workshops and yoga teacher

place for a relaxing and memorable holiday.

contemplation,

yoga

trainings, as well as meditation retreats
RETREAT CENTER
TUSCANY,ITALY

for up to 12 guests. This over 200-year old
intimate haven is nestled on its own ten
hectares of chestnut forest on a hill top.

Agriturismo Poggio Monte
20 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

RETREAT CENTER
TUSCANY,ITALY
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Alberelli retreat center
12 ROOMS

FEATURES
FCO

TUSCANY,ITALY

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
PSA

LEARN MORE

Located in the southwest of Tuscany in

Give yourself a treat with a

a area known as Maremma, Agriturismo

experience in an unforgettable place!

Poggio Monte sits within 160 acres of

The history of this farmhouse, which is

natural organic countryside where nature

surrounded by the beautiful woods of

flourishes uninterrupted. Very close by are

Nibbiaia (Livorno, Tuscany), and is a few

the stunning medieval towns of Saturnia,

hundred meters from the sea, is very ancient.

Pitigliano and Sovana all of . So whatever

For the will of the Grand Duke of Tuscany,

you are looking for in your next holiday

this farmhouse was built by the church as

rental be it peace and relaxation or sight
seeing we at Poggio Monte are sure that
you’ll find it here.

RETREAT CENTER

unique

a monastery in the seventeenth century.

TUSCANY,ITALY
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Villa Ferraia
28 PEOPLE

FLR

Villa Scorzi - Residenza d’epoca
20 PEOPLE

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSA

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

At Villa Ferraia the most genuine Italian spirit

Having undergone many improvements for

becomes a real lifestyle for our guests, where

more than 400 years, the Villa Scorxi represents

love, fun, among other pleasures, can be easily

a precious testimony of the main aesthetical

reached. There are hills, forests, rivers, lakes, free-

and architectural styles that have followed one

range animals, vegetable gardens, orchards,

another throughout the last five centuries. Villa

and a private astronomy observatory. Villa

Scorzi is now an exclusive mixed - use centre

Ferraia can accommodate up to 28 people and

located in the heart of Tuscany; an ideal place for

thanks to its location – isolated and surrounded

a really relaxing stay in a prestigious venue, with a

by the Tuscan nature – it is the ideal place to

VILLA

regenerate, relax, cultivate your interests and

TUSCANY,ITALY

Montebelli Agriturismo & Country Hotel

Podere Conti
PSA

120 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PSA

46 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Surrounded by olive groves, the farm is nesteled

Montebelli Agriturismo & Country Hotel is

in the Tuscan countryside at the foothills of

located in the beautiful land of Maremma within

the Apennine Mountains, offering stunning

the Tuscany region. It is only twenty minutes

panoramic views over Lunigiana, undiscovered

from the beach and guests can enjoy both the

Tuscany. Set withing 200 acres of grounds, the

Tuscan countryside and the Mediterranean sea.

17th century stone hamlet has been restored

Montebelli offers a holiday both in the typical

into a luxury country farmhouse style hotel with

environment of the Farmhouse and in the

swimming pool and restaurant, a very private

modern 4 * Country Hotel Both buildings are

location ideal for hosting events, retreats or

FARM

workshops.

located inside the farm and they share the wide

FARM

rangeof services. “”Love for Nature, Care and
TUSCANY,ITALY
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VILLA

.
TUSCANY,ITALY

have fun with plenty of activities.

42 PEOPLE

big swimming pool , immersed in the countryside

Respect for People”” is our filosophy

TUSCANY,ITALY
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Villa Melangola
19 PEOPLE

PSA

Casali di Bibbiano
34 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Charming Villa with Pool in Tuscany, just 15

Casali di Bibbiano is an 18th century estate &

minutes from sandy beaches. A Country Villa

winery, situated on 85 peaceful acres, located

from XVI Century completely restored with all

30 minutes south of Siena. Our rooms have the

the modern conforts: Wi-fi, Air Conditioning

comforts of home with private baths, AC & wifi.

and TV in every room. Free covered parking. The

The farm to table meals are served on the terrace

perfect choice for food and wine lovers, relaxing

or poolside while you enjoy breathtaking views

holiday, historical and cultural amenities, yoga,

of vineyards, olive groves & sunflowers. We are

biking, trekking, surfing and much more!

fully staffed and able to organize wonderful
VILLA

tours, cooking classes, wine tastings or any

RESORT

activity to enhance your Tuscan experience!
TUSCANY,ITALY

Borgo Finocchieto

La Gioiella
8 PEOPLE

FLR

TUSCANY,ITALY

44 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

22 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

There is a charming house lying on the chestnut-

Borgo Finocchieto, unique among luxury villas

forrested slope of the Apennines. This magical

in Tuscany, is a beautifully and elegantly restored

place offers our guests more than leisure and

eight hundred-year-old village, or “borgo,” with

recreation in a stylish ambience

stunning views located thirty minutes south of
Siena and close to Montalcino in the Brunello
wine-growing district.

VILLA
TUSCANY,ITALY
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PRIVATE VILLAGE
TUSCANY,ITALY
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Le Pianore
28 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

Villa Le Cipresse
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

FCO

VILLA

5 ROOMS

“Ancient villa of the 16th century finished

Maremma,

woods,

to restore totally in 2015. Surrounded by a

vineyards, olive groves, and mountain

beautiful garden signposted to the Fine

streams,

and

Arts and 3 hectares of olive grove. It includes

unspoiled panoramas, the Le Pianore

a pleasant swimming pool, two barbecues,

farmhouse

and

al fresco seating and dining area, unlimited

workshops, from yoga to art and theater.

Wi Fi internet and A/C in all rooms. 4 TVs.

farmhouse, with its beautifully restored

Butler included for 4 hours a day. Cook and

villas and the San Francesco studio, is

many other services available.”

surrounded

with
is

by

spectacular
ideal

for

views

retreats

surrounding countryside; from the slopes
of Monte Amiata to the Maremma coast.

TUSCANY,ITALY
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TUSCANY,ITALY

Borgo di Pratavecchie
22 ROOMS

FEATURES
PSA

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Located in the heart of the Tuscan

La Collina del Sole
6 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PSA

the ideal base from which to explore the

TUSCANY,ITALY

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

PSA

A Tuscan villa with an award-winning pool

The Borgo di Pratavecchie rises at the

and views that are like something from a

beginning of the Migliarino and San

film set. Nestling in its own vineyard in the

Rossore Natural Park just 10 km from Pisa.

stunningly beautiful Garfagnana region

An extensive protected area of 
about

of northern Tuscany, La Collina del Sole is

23,000

a jewel among the holiday villas in Lucca.

about 32 km of coast between the cities

It is a fabulous family home for relaxed

of Livorno and Viareggio. The carefully

summer living with plenty of external and

restored structures are equipped with all

interior space for celebrations and group
work.

BED & BREAKFAST

hectares

that

extends

along

comforts to guarantee an exclusive and
regenerating holiday.

TUSCANY,ITALY
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Borgo Stomennano
150 PEOPLE

SAY

Villa Amerini
6 PEOPLE

19 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Borgo Stomennano is surrounded by woods,

A newly built, luxury modern villa set in the

vineyards and olive groves, and with its final

Tuscan hills of Leonardo’s birth place; Vinci.

transformation in 1700 was converted into

Hiding in the middle of Olive trees with private

the holiday residence it remains to this day.

pool and 3 en-suite double rooms.

It is included in the list of National Historical

conditioned, and heated. Sleeps 6, hosts 100.

Buidings, and enriched with gardens and

2000m2 garden surrounding the facility.

Fully air

fountains both on the front and back of the
building represents a unique and prestigeous
VILLA

example of family estate.

VILLA

TUSCANY,ITALY

Tenuta Chiudendone
8 PEOPLE

PSA

TUSCANY,ITALY

Villa Cini
20 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We rent a villa divided in two apartments,

The property is composed by two close villas

provides with kitchen and living room. It is a

with a big pool in a panoramic position. The

special place, really spacious and perfect for

villas are isolated on a hill. The nearest village

small groups and really private. We are set in

is only 1,5 km distant with some shops and a

the middle of Tuscany, surrounded by nature.

very good restaurant. The villas are located in

We produce wine and olive oil in our estate of

an ideal place to discover Tuscany. The area

39 hectars.

is well connected. It will be possible to visit
easily the most beautiful cities of Tuscany and
VILLA

many beautiful small villages. We can organize

VILLA

wonderful tours, cooking lesson and other
TUSCANY,ITALY
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activities during your holiday.

TUSCANY, ITALY
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Hotel Villa Le Barone
56 PEOPLE

Tenuta di Casa Bruciata
36 PEOPLE

28 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FLR

14 ROOMS

PEG

LEARN MORE

A beautiful home in the heart of Chianti with

THE

exquisite cuisine and excellent service, Villa Le

We are in the Umbrian countryside, conveniently

Barone is the perfect venue in which to savour

located on the Tuscan border. Enjoy the Italian

the calm, beauty and tranquillity of Tuscany.

hospitality in one of the most beautiful and

28 bedrooms individually designed, each with

original, finely restored farmhouses in the

its own character with old prints on the walls

area, with its unique, breathtaking views of

and ceilings with exposed rafters and beams.

the green rolling hills ahead, surrounded by

Villa Le Barone is set on top of a hill, amongst

silence. With an infinity pool (open in Spring-

rose gardens and olive trees. A beautiful heated

HOTEL

infinity swimming-pool filled with salt water,

La Casella - Antico feudo di campagna
130 PEOPLE

LIFESTYLE

Summer), it also offers organic food and wine,

Le Silve di Armenzano
37 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

19 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PEG

Family owned for over 30 years,La Casella is a

LE Silve di Armenzano Resort is a 4* Hotel

beautiful 400hectare estate,a self-contained

situated

traditional

in a green private estate of 230 hectars

stone

farmhouse

with

on-site

12

from

its secluded grounds.It is the ideal place for

over the private estate and the smooth

those who feel the need to live,in any age of

hills of Umbria offering the silence, the

life,in nature and within nature,far away from

relaxed
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atmosphere,

of

Mount

plunged

The entire property offers a stunning view

natural,cultural,historical heritage.

park

Assisi,

scenery and accommodation scattered within

halfway between Rome&Florence,with a great

natural

km

in

RESORT

the

at

villas,2swimmingpools,complete with beautiful

any source of pollution.A unique destination,

VILLA
UMBRIA,ITALY

unobtrusive, welcoming atmosphere

51 ROOMS

FCO

UMBRIA

charming apartments and a friendly, laid-back,
FLORENCE, TUSCANY, ITALY

tennis, small fitness centre, fitness trail.

AUTHENTIC

the

Subasio.

tranquillity.

We offer outdoor infinity swimming pool. Than

RESORT

we also have 20 km of marked trails for trekking
UMBRIA,ITALY

and a private canyon for active people .

UMBRIA,ITALY
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Agriturismo Poggio del Bolognino
22 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

17 ROOMS

FEATURES
FCO

FARM

LEARN MORE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PEG

In the heart of verdant Umbria , in Castel

you in Umbria, close to Lugnano in Teverina

Giorgio , only hills and nature surround the

e Amelia: a setting of gentle hills, dotted

Locanda della Quercia Calante , charming

with woods and olive groves, from where

holiday farm in an old farm house, renovated

you can enjoy a sweeping panoramic view

according to natural architectural principles.

from Monti Cimini to the Badlands of the

18 kilometers from Orvieto , in the province of

Tiber River Valley. Our hospitality is based

Terni , it is the ideal spot for those who want

on the quality of our services and respect for

a fully natural vacation, in an environmentally

the environment. This country house built

friendly atmosphere. Energizing water pool,

in what is known as the “Bolognino” locality
overlooking the Tiber Ri

Castello Bonaparte
30 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Agritourism Poggio del Bolognino welcomes

in the mid-19th century is situated on a hill

UMBRIA,ITALY

Locanda della Quercia Calante

ECO VILLAGE
UMBRIA,ITALY

holistic spa center with yoga room, restaurant
with local and vegetarian cuisine, fourteen
rooms without electromagnetic fields

Antica Torre del Nera
60 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PEG

28 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

PEG

1500-acre very private estate’s luxury

Antica Torre del Nera is a unique and typical

medieval Umbrian castle rental in Perugia,

“Albergo Diffuso”and “Boutique Hotel”

Tuscany/Umbria. Castello Bonaparte is

an innovative concept of hospitality, of

the main residence on the estate. The

reviving small, historic Italian villages and

early settlement of the castle dates back

town centres off the beaten track. Antica

to the 11th century, and is surrounded by

Torre del Nera is located in the marvellous

breathtaking views

Valnerina, in Scheggino, a small and calm
village in the Umbria region heart. Close

VILLA
UMBRIA,ITALY
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RETREAT CENTER
UMBRIA,ITALY

to Marmore Falls, Spoleto, Norcia and
Castelluccio.

Cycling,

trekking,

rafting,

horse riding are only few examples on
what is possible here.
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Tenuta dei Mori
50 PEOPLE

Villa La Sorgente
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RMA

5 ROOMS

FCO

LEARN MORE

Relaxing, Healthy, respectful...Tenuta dei Mori is

“A charming historic villa with over 600 sqmt with

also much more, in a breathtaking landscape

a wonderful swimming pool and view of Orvieto.

setting.

Immersed in a 10-hectare park, among botanical
garden,

chestnut,

olive

trees,

vineyards

and beautiful private pound rich of fish.
5 bedrooms and 6 bathrooms can accommodate
10 guests. In the Villa are: 3 double rooms on the
first floor, 1 double room on the ground floor, 1
TENUTA

very romantic double Annex close of the main

VILLA

build”
UMBRIA,ITALY

Il Castellaccio, Vallocchia
PEG, FCO

Villamena
30 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

UMBRIA,ITALY

PEG

12 PEOPLE

17 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A beautiful family villa in a glorious location

Villamena is about 5 kms from Assisi, the City of

overlooking the plain with views to Assisi, Spello

St. Francis, situated in the heart of the Umbrian

and Trevi.

12 minutes from Spoleto, a

hills. It is originally medieval. The name comes

beautiful unspoilt Umbrian town with its world

from a famous engraver, Francesco Villamena

famous Festival dei due Mondi.

who lived there (1566-1624). The Covino family

Only

inherited the property from the Sbaraglini who
were a noble family in the time of St. Francis
VILLA
UMBRIA,ITALY
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RESORT
UMBRIA,ITALY
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Villa Rey Countryresort
12 PEOPLE

PEG

Umbria With Kids
30 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PEG

Experience luxury and pastoral bliss in the

Pian

spectacular Italian countryside of Umbria and

focused

Tuscany. The Villa Rey rented out as whole is a

Umbria, just south of Tuscany, in the heart

typical Umbrian country home that has been

of

painstakingly restored using natural materials

Located just 30 minutes from Perugia airport

and substainable technology while retaining

& 1 hour from Ancona airport and the coast,

it’s original Italian architectural charm. At

we offer boutique style lodging with 9 unique

Ristorante Villa Rey foodies experience typical

properties individually designed with family

Umbrian and Tuscan specialties fine dining

VILLA

including vegan,

Il Fontanaro Villas & Estate
FCO

and

a

with
the

countryside
private

family

lodgings

Apennine

in

mountains.

FARM
UMBRIA,ITALY

mountain views and unspoiled countryside.

Il Monte
11 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PEG

Il Monte is a former medieval watchtower,

Culinary School in Umbria, Tuscany border,

retaining

rated for hospitality and culinary school - n. 1 on

most

of

its

original

features,

including a very rare barrel-vaulted ceiling.

Tripadvisor. We can host honeymooners, family

Our

and friends’ reunion, families with babies, team

areas

building and travelers who like to be part of a

five

bedrooms

have

luxurious

local community. We can host them at our 5

been

and

and

spacious

created

comfortable

to

living

offer

a

environment.

Set in four private acres of countryside with it’s

villas, all located in Paciano (between Umbria
VILLA
UMBRIA, ITALY
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retreat

is

living in mind. Pian di Cascina sits quietly in

23 ROOMS

“We run an Eco Organic Farm House and

and Tuscany).”

Italy

Cascina

the saddle of a hillside surrounded by stunning
UMBRIA,ITALY

46 PEOPLE

Di

own pool, in a commanding location giving
spectacular views across the valley. It is ideally

VILLA

located for easy reach of restaurants and shops
within three kilometres.

UMBRIA,ITALY
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Hotel Villa Barbarich
60 PEOPLE

VCE

22 PEOPLE

30 ROOMS

VCE

LEARN MORE

Just 15 minutes from Venice, Villa Barbarich is
the ideal resort for an elegant stay, featuring all
the best services and amenities in the renovated
spaces of a splendid 15th century Venetian villa.
A silent presence of history within a charming
and relaxing setting allows for the pleasures
and emotions that distinguish Villa Barbarich
from other hotels. Rooms and suites are refined
in every detail, furnished in period furniture,

VILLA

featuring ceilings with exposed beams and
VENETO,ITALY

wooden parquet floors.

Corte Patrizia Countryhouse
50 PEOPLE

VRN

Tenuta Contarini - Villa Clementina
10 ROOMS
LEARN MORE

Elegance and style are the features of this historic 19th
century villa surrounded by the Prosecco Hills – Unesco
World Heritage.. An avenue of century-old linden
trees leads to Villa Clementina, an ancient mansion
converted to country accommodation, an ideal place
for an unforgettable stay made delightful by nature,
culture, sport and delicious traditional food and wines.
Elegance and style are the features of this historic 19th
century villa surrounded by the Prosecco Hills – Unesco
World Heritage.. An avenue of century-old linden
trees leads to Villa Clementina, an ancient mansion
converted to country accommodation, an ideal place
for an unforgettable stay made delightful by nature,
culture, sport and delicious traditional food and wines.

LEARN MORE

VCE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Apartments of Corte Patrizia countryhouse are

The villa is in an environment of 15 hectar

located in an ancient farmhouse (eighteenth-

property consisting in vineyard, olive grove and

century). The courtyard is surrounded by

woods, about 120 species of birds. We have

vineyards of Casalmenini farm; which produces

5 rooms plus a wheelchair access one and

local wines. Our aim is to re-evaluate a piece of

dedicated bathroom. We have a tennis court,

the past and bring it back to life. We want to to

inside pool, fitness area, sauna, and lot of land for

share this happiness with you. Guests can live

trekking and biking. We have a social inclusion
playground for able as well as disabled kids. We

a unique experience, which is about ancient
times, rooted passions, and local products.

FARM

We think hospitality is an attitude and we are
devoted to the art of welcoming.
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VENETO,ITALY

Villa La Florita
10 PEOPLE

14 ROOMS

VILLA

VENETO,ITALY

are close to cities as Venice, Padova, Verona.
We guarantee privacy, exclusivity, relaxation,
culture, sport and entertainment

VILLA
VENETO,ITALY
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Albergo al Sole
41 PEOPLE

23 ROOMS

Vally Holiday
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

HOTEL
VENETO,ITALY

al

Sole

is

a

small

VENETO,ITALY
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Our

apartments

are

obtained

from

boutique hotel 5 Star in the heart of

farmhouses of the first post-war period,

the medieval town of Asolo, it offers a

restored with bio-building techniques and

warm welcome to its guests. A wealth

furnished with ecological materials. A few

of artistic and cultural sites can be found

steps from the sea, they are immersed

in the local area, including the Palladian

in the suggestive rural landscape of

Villas

Temple.

Cavallino-Treporti, a few steps from Venice.

The hotel is the ideal base for trips to

Bright and spacious, each apartment is

Prosecco wineries. It is also destination

distributed on two levels, with a large

and

Antonio

Canova’s

among cyclists and other enthusiasts from
all over the world due to the spectacular
natural landscape all around it.

VILLA

garden and uncovered parking.

VENETO,ITALY

Cason deli Uliv
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
VRN

HOTEL

LEARN MORE

VCE

luxury

Villa Cordevigo Wine Relais
35 PEOPLE

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

VCE
Albergo

10 ROOMS

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

VRN

The Cristoforetti and Delibori families

Historically, the structure housed contract

welcome you to Villa Cordevigo Wine

farmers that worked in the surrounding

Relais, an 18th-century Venetian villa with

fields

an Italian garden and a centuries-old

to soundly rest after their daily labors.

park recently restored into a 5-star luxury

Nowadays

hotel with the Oseleta Restaurant and

transformed into a comfortable mansion

the Essentia spa. A monumental avenue

with doors always open to hospitality: an

of cypresses will lead you to the Relais

oasis completely surrounded by greenery

immersed in nature amidst vineyards, olive
groves and small woods on a 100-hectare
estate on the Cavaion Veronese hills in the
hinterland of Lake Garda.

VILLA

and

vineyards,
the

allowing

structure

has

them
been

in which the sound of silence is a pleasant
background to every day.

VENETO,ITALY
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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